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“One difficulty teachers often have incorporating such sources into
their curriculum lies with the complexity of the original
documents. Students often lack the contextual information that
may help in their comprehension of a source. This four volume set
was constructed with such an audience in mind. Each of the 133
full-text primary source documents in the collection,
representing some of the most important events in American
history from 1763 to 2003, is introduced and analyzed in a
consistent format that will be helpful to students and teachers
alike. A brief overview of the document and a timeline precede a
more detailed context section, which outlines the historical,
political and social events leading up to and surrounding the
creation of the primary source. Biographical information on the
author helps shed light on the perspectives offered in the source.
An explanation and analysis section provides a deeper look at the
text; the intended audience is also described, providing additional
information about the purpose of the document and the choice of
language and rhetoric used. The impact section places the
document in the context of broader American history, often
providing examples of older documents’ influence on American life
today. Each chapter concludes with a list of related documents, a
bibliography, questions for further study, a list of essential quotes
and a glossary of key terms, followed by the full-text primary
source document itself, offset with a graphic border… Highly
recommended for high school and academic libraries.”
-GALE
“BOTTOM LINE This is an excellent resource to teach students
about primary-source materials. A nice addition to high school
media centers, public libraries, or small academic libraries.”
-Library Journal
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“Legal scholar Finkelman and historian Lesch have compiled the most influential primary source
documents in American history into a high-quality reference set that would make a fine
addition to any library… The set is arranged chronologically: 1763–1823 in volume 1, 1824–1887
in volume 2, 1888–1955 in volume 3, and 1956–2003 in volume 4. Some 133 entries include
Revolutionary period documents (“Proclamation by the King for Suppressing the Rebellion and
Sedition”), landmark legal opinions (Marbury v. Madison), essential speeches (Ronald Reagan’s
“Evil Empire” speech), the writings of relevant historical figures (Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “Letter
from a Birmingham Jail”), and course-changing government documents (Social Security Act).
Well written and superior in depth and quality, Milestone Documents of American History is an
essential resource for reference collections.
-Booklist
“What sets this encyclopedia apart is the combination of the full-text of 130 of the nation's
most important documents with expert analysis by an impressive list of nearly 100
esteemed scholars and American historians. Edited by Paul Finkelman, President William
McKinley Distinguished Professor of Law and Public Policy at Albany Law School (New York),
Milestone Documents in American History incorporates a number of notable features. Each entry
begins with an overview of the document and includes explanation and analysis; an examination of
the context in which it was created; a brief biography of the article's author; a glossary; essential
quotes; the author's intended audience; the document's historical impact; sidebars; questions for
further study; related documents; photographs and illustrations; a bibliography; timelines; and the
full-text of the document. The signed essays are comprehensive, the writing is terrific, the research
is outstanding, and the depth of analysis noteworthy.
Thus, Milestone Documents in American History is highly recommended for all school,
undergraduate, and large public libraries serving American history students, researchers,
and interested readers.”
-ARBA
“This exceptional work will be essential to students needing assistance interpreting
primary sources, and teachers will find it invaluable for incorporating those resources into
their curriculums.”
-School Library Journal
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